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Rationalizable conjectural equilibrium:
A framework for robust predictions

Ignacio Esponda
Stern School of Business, New York University

I introduce a new framework to study environments with both structural and
strategic uncertainty, different from Harsanyi’s (1967–1968) “Bayesian games”,
that allows a researcher to test the robustness of Nash predictions while maintain-
ing certain desirable restrictions on players’ beliefs. The solution concept applied
to this environment is rationalizable conjectural equilibrium (RCE), which inte-
grates both learning from feedback (in the spirit of self-confirming equilibrium)
and from introspection (in the spirit of rationalizability). I provide an epistemic
definition of RCE and obtain a characterization in terms of a procedure that gen-
eralizes iterated deletion of strategies that are not a best response.

Keywords. Rationalizability, self-confirming equilibrium, epistemic framework,
robust equilibrium predictions.

JEL classification. C70, C72.

1. Introduction

The standard notion of Nash (1951) equilibrium implicitly requires each player to play
a strategy that is optimal given a correct belief about both the strategies of other play-
ers and any structural (e.g., payoff) uncertainty that may exist. In this paper, I propose
a novel approach to studying environments with both structural and strategic uncer-
tainty, different from Harsanyi’s (1967–1968) “Bayesian game” framework, that allows a
researcher to test the robustness of Nash predictions while maintaining certain desirable
restrictions on players’ beliefs.

To motivate the need to relax the Nash assumption, consider a Cournot game where
firms repeatedly compete by simultaneously choosing quantities in the face of uncer-
tain demand. Suppose that firms never observe each other’s quantities, but instead ob-
serve the market price that results from their interaction. Then it may be unwarranted
to assume that, in a steady state, firms have correct beliefs about one another’s quantity.
A weaker restriction is that firms have correct beliefs about the resulting market price,
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and then use that information to make inferences about both other firms’ quantities and
the state of demand.1

In addition to allowing for more realistic assumptions, relaxing the Nash assumption
provides additional benefits. First, insofar as multiple beliefs may be consistent with the
available evidence, players may want to supplement their data with introspection. For
example, to pin down her beliefs, a player in the Cournot game may not limit herself
to inferences from information on prices, but may make additional inferences if she
believes that other players optimally choose their quantities and also make inferences
from prices. Thus, weakening the Nash assumption provides an explicit role for strategic
thinking that would otherwise be absent. Second, it may be of interest to relax not only
the restriction that beliefs over certain equilibrium outcomes must be correct, but also
other standard restrictions, such as the restrictions that players have correct beliefs over
the number of other players in the game or over the private information possessed by
these players.2

The proposed framework can be summarized as follows. A simultaneous-move
game specifies the objective strategic environment that players are facing, including the
set of players, the strategy sets, a set of fundamentals or payoff parameters, and prefer-
ences. The description of a game is completed by adding two exogenous elements. The
first element is a state space that describes the elements of the game over which play-
ers are allowed to be uncertain and over which their (higher-order) beliefs are defined.
In this paper, the state space is given by the product of the strategy sets and the set of
fundamentals, so that players have both strategic and structural uncertainty.

The second element is a collection of feedback partitions over the state space, one
for each player, that capture both ex ante (exogenous) and ex post (endogenous) re-
strictions on beliefs. An example of an ex ante restriction is the requirement that play-
ers know that a particular player knows the objective game (i.e., fundamental) being
played. An example of an ex post restriction is the requirement that each player has
a correct belief about the payoff she obtains given everyone’s play. Since everyone’s
play is determined endogenously (in equilibrium), then the specific restriction on be-
liefs also is endogenous. Ex post restrictions are intended to capture a learning environ-
ment where players repeatedly play the game and obtain feedback about the outcome
(such as own payoff feedback in the example). The idea of using a feedback correspon-
dence (or a partition) to relax the Nash assumption is borrowed from the conjectural
or self-confirming equilibrium literature (Battigalli 1987, Fudenberg and Levine 1993a,
Rubinstein and Wolinsky 1994, Dekel et al. 2004).

For a fixed game as described above, an epistemic model (as in Aumann 1987,
Brandenburger and Dekel 1987, Tan and da Costa Werlang 1988, Aumann and Bran-
denburger 1995) is used to formalize player’s hierarchies of beliefs over both structural

1The feature of this game that is common to many other settings is that players need to disentangle the
extent to which their observations are explained by others’ actions or by the fundamentals of the economy.

2In addition, modeling how information about past outcomes affects equilibrium behavior can provide
new research directions on optimal information policy (Esponda 2008b, Jehiel 2011) and bounded ratio-
nality (Esponda 2008a).
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and strategic uncertainty.3 The epistemic model formalizes the notion of beliefs about
an event, and kth order and common belief about an event. Two events play a cru-
cial role: the event that players are rational (i.e., strategies maximize utility given beliefs)
and the event that beliefs are consistent (i.e., not falsifiable by evidence that results from
feedback about actual equilibrium outcomes).

The solution concept applied to this game is rationalizable conjectural equilibrium
(RCE), which intends to capture the steady state of a learning process that combines
learning and introspection. A strategy profile is a k-rationalizable conjectural equi-
librium (k-RCE) if there exists an epistemic model where players’ strategies maximize
their expected utility given their beliefs and their beliefs satisfy two restrictions: (1) con-
sistency with respect to the feedback partition and the equilibrium being played, and
(2) kth order belief that players are rational and have consistent beliefs.4

The challenge with the implementation of the above definition is that it requires
searching over all epistemic states and verifying which states satisfy the equilibrium
conditions. I show, however, that there is a straightforward characterization of equilib-
rium that dispenses with the notion of an epistemic model. The main characterization
is in terms of a generalization of the familiar procedure that iteratively removes strate-
gies that are not a best response. The iterative procedure has a long history as a solution
concept or characterization of a solution concept. It dates back at least to Gale (1953)
and Luce and Raiffa (1957), with subsequent developments by Moulin (1979), Bernheim
(1984), Pearce (1984), Brandenburger and Dekel (1987), and Battigalli and Siniscalchi
(2003), among others.5

The approach to modeling games with structural and strategic uncertainty devel-
oped in this paper differs from the standard Harsanyi (1967–1968) approach of defining
a Bayesian game and focusing on a Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) of this game. In the
Bayesian Nash framework, the researcher first exogenously specifies players’ (higher-
order) beliefs over the fundamentals (i.e., a type space) and then applies the notion
of a Nash equilibrium to strategies that are defined as type-contingent plans of action.
Hence, a BNE endogenously restricts beliefs about others’ strategies (to be correct) but
places no endogenous restrictions on players’ beliefs about fundamentals. In contrast,
in this paper, the description of a game specifies a set of feasible higher-order beliefs
over both strategies and fundamentals as well as joint restrictions on these beliefs that
depend on the endogenous play of the game. In particular, an (epistemic) type space is
not part of the description of a game, but rather a convenient tool to express a particular
hierarchy of beliefs that support equilibrium play. One implication is that the standard

3The distinguishing feature of an epistemic model is that players’ beliefs about every element of the game
of which they are uncertain, including the strategies of other players, is included in the representation of
higher-order beliefs. The idea that hierarchies of beliefs can be formalized via the notion of a type space
appears in the seminal work of Harsanyi (1967–1968) and is formalized and refined by Mertens and Zamir
(1985), Brandenburger and Dekel (1993), and Heifetz and Samet (1998), among others.

4The approach is to provide an epistemic definition of equilibrium and then obtain a characterization,
rather than the more standard route of first providing an algorithmic definition of a solution concept and
then providing an epistemic characterization.

5Molinari (1991) and Gilli (1999) propose a similar iterative procedure to characterize RCE in the case of
complete information (see also Battigalli 1999).
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equivalence between games of incomplete information and games of asymmetric in-
formation no longer holds in this paper.6 The relationship to BNE is illustrated by an
example in Section 2 and further discussed in Section 6.2.

The development of an alternative to BNE is partly motivated by two important re-
sults.7 First, extending a result by Brandenburger and Dekel (1987), Battigalli and Sinis-
calchi (2003) show that if no restrictions are placed on the hierarchies of beliefs over
fundamentals (i.e., the Harsanyi type space), then any rationalizable outcome can be
played in a BNE. In particular, any restrictions on beliefs imposed by BNE, beyond com-
mon belief of rationality, depend on the choice of particular type spaces. This result sug-
gests the need to better understand how different type spaces ultimately restrict equi-
librium beliefs. Second, Dekel et al. (2004) show that quite restrictive assumptions are
necessary to justify BNE without a common prior as a steady state of a learning process.
The reason is that whatever data players use to learn the strategies of other players, it
is unlikely that they will not use that data to update their beliefs about the fundamen-
tals of the game. One implication is that if one interprets equilibrium as a steady state
of a learning process, then beliefs about strategies and fundamentals should be deter-
mined jointly. Given these two results, the door remains open for a framework that pro-
vides a transparent and tractable link between exogenous restrictions on players’ higher-
order beliefs about certain outcomes (e.g., it is common belief that each player has cor-
rect beliefs about her own equilibrium payoff) and the consequent joint restrictions on
equilibrium beliefs about strategies and fundamentals. This paper provides one such
framework.

The notion of RCE was introduced by Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1994) for
simultaneous-move games without structural (payoff) uncertainty. As they empha-
sized, RCE captures outcomes that are between Nash equilibrium and rationalizability,
and it can be viewed as a refinement of either rationalizability or self-confirming equi-
librium.8 The notion of RCE in this paper reduces to Rubinstein and Wolinsky’s (1994)
notion in games without structural uncertainty. The main contributions of this paper
are to propose a novel approach to studying games with structural uncertainty, to ex-
tend the definition of RCE for such games and to formalize it via an epistemic model,
and to provide a general characterization result. As mentioned above and highlighted
with examples throughout the paper, the framework provides a tractable way to verify
the robustness of Nash predictions to relaxations of standard assumptions.

Two related literatures investigate robustness of Nash predictions within the con-
text of Harsanyi’s framework. The first of these literatures investigates robustness
to higher-order beliefs (over fundamentals) by studying how BNE predictions change
with the choice of different Harsanyi type spaces; see, for example, Rubinstein (1989),

6As is well known, a Bayesian game equivalently represents a situation where players have certain higher-
order beliefs about the fundamentals (incomplete information) and a situation where players receive pri-
vate information about a randomly drawn fundamental (asymmetric information). Battigalli et al. (2011)
argue that this distinction is also relevant for the notion of rationalizability.

7See also the discussion by Battigalli (2003, Section 1.2).
8The RCE concept is explored in the context of extensive-form games by Battigalli and Guaitoli (1997),

Dekel et al. (1999), Battigalli (1999), and Fudenberg and Kamada (2011).
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Carlsson and van Damme (1993), Morris et al. (1995), Morris and Shin (1998), Neeman
(2004), Heifetz and Neeman (2006), Feinberg and Skrzypacz (2005), Bergemann and
Morris (2005), and Weinstein and Yildiz (2007a, 2007b). A second literature models cer-
tain aspects of bounded rationality by maintaining the typical common prior assump-
tion over fundamentals but relaxing the assumption that players must have correct be-
liefs about other players’ strategies; see Eyster and Rabin (2005) and Jehiel and Koessler
(2008).9 The difference in the approach to robustness between these literatures and the
current paper stems from the differences between the Bayesian Nash framework and
the framework in this paper. As pointed out by Dekel et al. (2004) for the first literature
and Fudenberg (2006) and Esponda (2008a) for the second literature, the implications of
these one-sided restrictions are sometimes hard to interpret as steady states of reason-
able learning processes. In contrast, the approach to robustness in this paper explicitly
specifies the aspects of the game, including the equilibrium outcomes, over which play-
ers must have correct beliefs.10

Finally, a growing literature is dispensing with the specification of a Harsanyi type
space and studying solution concepts that do not depend on specifying a particular hier-
archy of beliefs over fundamentals (Battigalli 2003, Battigalli and Siniscalchi 2003, 2007,
Bergemann and Morris 2005, 2007, Battigalli et al. 2011). The closest paper is Battigalli
and Siniscalchi (2003), who consider additional, self-confirming restrictions on (first-
order) beliefs. In this paper, I consider self-confirming restrictions that endogenously
restrict beliefs at each level of the hierarchy.11

In Section 2, I present a motivating example to illustrate the framework in this paper
and the difference with Harsanyi’s framework. In Sections 3 and 4, I introduce the frame-
work, provide an epistemic definition of equilibrium, and characterize equilibrium for
the case of finite strategy and belief spaces. I provide additional examples in Section 5 to
illustrate how the framework can be applied to evaluate the robustness of Nash predic-
tions. In Section 6, I discuss the extension to compact and continuous games, and the
relationship between RCE and other equilibrium concepts, such as BNE, rationalizabil-
ity, and self-confirming equilibrium. I conclude in Section 7.

2. Example: Sales-pitch game

Two sellers simultaneously decide whether to pitch (P) their products to a potential
client or not to pitch (N) and obtain an outside option. Sellers are playing one of two

9If nature were viewed as a player, the setup of Jehiel (2005) would allow players to have erroneous per-
ceptions about nature’s strategy.

10Esponda (2008a) speaks to the second literature by providing a model of bounded rationality based on
self-confirming beliefs, but does not allow for higher-order beliefs. In the current paper, I speak to the first
literature by allowing for higher-order beliefs, but I do not allow for other aspects of bounded rationality.
However, it would be possible to allow for certain types of bounded rationality by relaxing the assumption
that a feedback correspondence partitions the state space. All results would go through, except that it would
no longer be true that a Nash equilibrium is also an RCE.

11Battigalli and Prestipino (forthcoming) provide an epistemic characterization of Battigalli and Sinis-
calchi’s (2003) � rationalizability. There is also a literature in epistemic game theory that considers restric-
tions on beliefs that go beyond pure introspection (e.g., Brandenburger et al. 2008, Brandenburger and
Friedenberg 2010, and Battigalli and Friedenberg 2012). The type of restrictions that I consider are moti-
vated by the joint consequences of learning and introspection.
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P N

P L, La H, O

N Oa, Ha Oa, O

θa

P N

P L, Lb H, O

N Ob, Hb Ob, O

θb

Figure 1. Payoffs for the sales-pitch game.

possible games, θa or θb. In both games, seller 1 gets H if she is the only one to pitch and
gets L if both players pitch. But seller 1’s outside option differs depending on the game:
Oa in game θa and Ob in game θb. In both games, seller 2 gets an outside option of O. But
seller 2’s payoff from pitching alone is Ha in game θa and Hb in game θb, while his payoff
when both sellers pitch is La and Lb in each game. Suppose that Oa < L < Ob < H for
seller 1, and that La <O <Ha and O <Lb <Hb for seller 2. In particular, it is a dominant
strategy for seller 1 to pitch in game θa and for seller 2 to pitch in game θb. These payoffs
are depicted in Figure 1.

2.1 Bayesian Nash equilibrium

In Harsanyi’s framework, θa and θb are states chosen by nature and that conveniently
represent players’ uncertainty about their own as well as others’ payoffs. The environ-
ment is supplemented by specifying a type space, which captures players’ entire hierar-
chy of beliefs over states. One then proceeds to find a Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE)
for the fixed type space. In the sales-pitch game, both P and N are rationalizable for each
player, in the sense of Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2003). It then follows from Battigalli and
Siniscalchi (2003) that, by appropriately specifying beliefs over {θa�θb}, any action pro-
file can be induced in a BNE. For example, suppose that one specifies that it is common
belief that seller 1 believes the game is θa and that seller 2 believes the game is θb, i.e.,
the players agree to disagree. Then (P�P) is the unique BNE (because it is dominant for
each player to pitch given their beliefs about nature) and is supported by the following
higher-order beliefs: It is common belief that player 1 believes (P�P�θa) and that player
2 believes (P�P�θb). While players have no incentives to deviate from (P�P) given their
beliefs, is it reasonable that players will maintain such misperceptions if they repeatedly
play (P�P)? One cannot answer this question in Harsanyi’s framework. To answer this
question, two elements must be added to the environment. First, to determine whether
a player has a misperception, one must specify the objective game, i.e., is the true game
being played θa or θb? Second, one must specify which types of misperceptions are
unreasonable.

For example, suppose that the objective game is θb. In equilibrium, both players
pitch, seller 1 gets L, and seller 2 gets Lb. While having misperceptions, seller 1 does
correctly anticipate her own equilibrium payoff: She incorrectly believes the equilib-
rium outcome is (P�P�θa), but since she would also get L if that were the case, she does
correctly anticipate her payoff. However, seller 1 believes that seller 2 believes (P�P�θb),
so that seller 1 believes that seller 2 believes that his own payoff is Lb. But since seller 1
believes (P�P�θa), then seller 1 believes seller 2’s payoff to be La < Lb. Therefore, in this
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BNE, seller 1 believes that seller 2 does not correctly anticipate his own payoff (or does
not optimize).12

The framework in this paper allows a researcher to obtain predictions about equilib-
rium play as a function of transparent restrictions on equilibrium beliefs, which include
beliefs about the game being played and beliefs about other players’ strategies. For ex-
ample, suppose that in the game above, a desirable restriction to impose in equilibrium
is that (i) each player is rational (i.e., her strategy is optimal given her belief) and has a
correct belief about her own equilibrium payoff, and (ii) it is common belief that each
player is rational and has a correct belief about her own equilibrium payoff. The ques-
tion is then, “What strategy profiles are optimal given beliefs that satisfy the previous
conditions?” The answer is provided by the notion of a rationalizable conjectural equi-
librium (RCE).

2.2 Rationalizable conjectural equilibrium

The following three variants of the sales-pitch game illustrate the framework introduced
in this paper. In the first two examples, the objective game is either θa or θb. In the
first example, the sellers do not know the objective game; in the second example, seller
1 does not know the objective game but seller 2 knows it. In the third example, the
objective game is random and seller 2 knows the realization. In all examples, players are
restricted to have correct beliefs about their own equilibrium payoffs. The goal is to find,
for each example, the set of RCE’s, which is defined in Section 3 to be the set of strategy
profiles that can be supported when the above description of the game (including the
restrictions on beliefs) is common belief.13

Example 1 (Deterministic game; both players uninformed). Let � = {P�N} × {P�N} ×
{θa�θb} denote the state space of the game, over which beliefs are defined. A state ω =
(x1�x2� θ) represents a strategy profile (x1�x2) and a game θ. In addition, the description
of the game now includes a partition of � for each player with the property that two
states belong to the same element of the partition if and only if they share the same
strategy and yield the same own payoff. For example, (P�P�θa) and (P�P�θb) share the
property that seller 1 plays P and obtains payoff L; therefore, these two states belong
to the same element of seller 1’s partition. Theorem 1 in Section 4 shows that the set of
RCE’s can be obtained by the following iterative procedure over players’ partitions.

Step 0. For each player, keep a state if its associated strategy is a best response to
some belief over states that assigns probability 1 to the element of the partition that con-
tains the state. Below, the (degenerate) beliefs that support each element of the partition
are underlined and the states for which no such beliefs exist are crossed out:

Seller 1
{(P�P�θa)� (P�P�θb)}� {P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)}�

{(��������N�P�θa)� (��������N�N�θa)}� {(N�P�θb)� (N�N�θb)}
12If the objective game is θa, it is easy to see that seller 2 misperceives his own equilibrium payoff.
13Mutual rather than common belief of these restrictions suffices for these examples.
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Seller 2
{(��������P�P�θa)}� {(N�P�θa)}� {(P�P�θb)}� {(N�P�θb)}�

{(P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)� (N�N�θa)� (N�N�θb)}�
For example, {(P�P�θa)� (P�P�θb)} are not eliminated for seller 1 because her choice of
P is a best response to beliefs that the state is (P�P�θa). Finally, those states that are
eliminated for either of the sellers are not carried forward to the next step. The states
that are carried forward (i.e., the set �(�) in Section 4) are

(P�P�θb)� (P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)� (N�P�θb)� (N�N�θb)�

Step 0 captures the self-confirming equilibrium restriction that requires each player’s
strategy to be optimal given a belief that is consistent with her feedback partition.

Step 1. This step captures the additional requirement that each player believes that
the other player chooses a strategy that is a best response to a belief that is consistent
with feedback. The previous elimination process is applied to those states remaining
after Step 0:

Seller 1
{(��������P�P�θb)}� {P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)}� {(N�P�θb)� (N�N�θb)}

Seller 2
{(P�P�θb)}� {(N�P�θb)}� {(P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)� (N�N�θb)}�

In particular, (P�P�θb) is now eliminated for seller 1, since she can no longer justify
playing P by believing in the previously eliminated state (P�P�θa). For this example, no
more states can be eliminated and the procedure stops at Step 1.

The set of RCE’s for this example depends on the objective game: a strategy pro-
file (x1�x2) is an RCE of game θ if the state (x1�x2� θ) survives the iterative elimination
procedure. If the objective game is θa, then (P�N) is the unique RCE, which coincides
with the unique Nash equilibrium. In contrast, there are three RCE’s if the objective
game is θb: (N�P), (P�N), and (N�N). While the first RCE is also a Nash equilibrium,
the remaining RCE’s involve misperceptions. In particular, it is possible that both play-
ers decide not to pitch, (N�N), which relies on seller 2 misperceiving both θ and seller
1’s action as well as seller 1 misperceiving seller 2’s action. However, the profile (P�P),
which was previously found to be a BNE outcome for a certain type space, is not an
RCE.14 ♦

Of course, one could directly impose restrictions on beliefs that yield the same re-
sults, such as, for example, requiring players to have correct beliefs if the objective game

14A nonstandard feature of the iterative procedure is that its outcome lacks a product structure: If the
objective game is θb, the predicted outcomes are (P�N), (N�P), and (N�N), but not (P�P). The lack of
a product structure is due to the feedback restrictions. For example, (P�P�θb) would survive Step 1 if no
feedback restriction was assumed: P is seller 2’s best response to P , θb and P is seller 1’s best response to
N , θb. But with feedback, player 1 is not allowed to believe (P�N�θb) conditional on the outcome being
(P�P�θb).
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is θa. The benefit of the proposed framework is to offer a systematic and transparent way
to restrict equilibrium beliefs. One first exogenously fixes certain restrictions on beliefs.
These restrictions (e.g., it is common belief that each player has a correct belief about
her equilibrium payoff) should be motivated by the environment (e.g., players obtain
payoff feedback while repeatedly playing the game). One then endogenously derives
(nonobvious) conclusions about the strategy profiles that can be supported given these
restrictions on beliefs.

Example 2 (Deterministic game; seller 2 informed). Are the RCE’s in Example 1 robust
to the additional restriction that (it is common belief that) seller 2 knows whether the
objective game is θa or θb? This additional restriction is represented by refining the par-
tition of seller 2 so that two states in the same element of his partition share the same θ.
Importantly, it is not the case that a strategy of seller 2 is a mapping from {θa�θb} to
{P�N}. It is now important to distinguish between seller 1’s belief about how seller 2
would play as a function of θ and the actual strategy of seller 2 (which is either P or N ,
since the game is either θa or θb, not both). The reason is that equilibrium beliefs are
restricted by players’ actual, and not hypothetical, choices.

Because seller 2 is now informed of θ, Step 0 in Example 1 is modified by replacing
the element of seller 2’s partition where he plays N by

{(P�N�θa)� (N�N�θa)}� {(��������P�N�θb)� (��������N�N�θb)}�

Seller 2 can no longer misperceive the state and, therefore, he must play his dominant
strategy of pitching under θb, thus eliminating states (P�N�θb) and (N�N�θb). As in
Example 1, the state (P�P�θb) is further eliminated in Step 1, so that both players must
have correct beliefs in equilibrium. Therefore, RCE coincides with Nash equilibrium:
(P�N) in game θa and (N�P) in game θb. ♦

Example 3 (Random game; seller 2 informed). Suppose that the objective game can be
random, in the sense that Pr(θa) = p0 and Pr(θb) = 1 − p0. The interpretation (which
is standard in games of asymmetric information) is that the sellers repeatedly play the
stage game in Figure 1, where θ is independent and identically distributed across pe-
riods. Suppose, in addition, that seller 2 observes the realization of θ before choosing
her action, that p0 ∈ [0�1], and that these events are common belief. Now a strategy of
seller 2 is a mapping from {θa�θb} to {P�N}, so that the set of strategies for seller 2 is
X2 = {NN�NP�PN�PP}, where the first action is contingent on observing θa and the
second action is contingent on θb. The state space is � = {P�N} ×X2 × [0�1].

Because it is dominant for seller 2 to pitch in game θb, then for p0 < 1, PN and NN

are dominated strategies for seller 2 and do not survive Step 0. Seller 2’s partition for the
remaining states is

Seller 2
{(��������P�PP�p)}� {(N�PP�p)}� {(P�NP�p)}� {(����������N�NP�p)}� {(P�∗P�0)}� {(N�∗P�0)}

{(��������P�P∗�1)}� {(N�P∗�1)}� {(P�N∗�1)� (N�N∗�1)}
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for all p ∈ (0�1) and ∗ ∈ {P�N}. For example, if the state is (P�PP�p), then seller 2’s
feedback about her own payoff is La with probability p and Lb with probability 1 −p. It
is easy to check that any other state where seller 2 plays PP generates a different payoff
distribution for seller 2.15 In addition, for seller 2, playing P is not a best response to
P and playing N is not a best response to N in game θa, so that states (P�PP�p) and
(N�NP�p) are also eliminated. Restricted to the remaining states, seller 1’s partition is

Seller 1
{(N�PP�p1)}� {(����������N�PP�p′

1)}� {(P�NP�p2)}� {(����������P�NP�p′
2)}� {(��������P�∗P�0)}�

{(N�∗P�0)}� {(P�N∗�1)}� {(��������N�P∗�1)�����������(N�N∗�1)}
for all p1 ∈ (0�pH], p′

1 ∈ (pH�1), p2 ∈ [pL�1), and p′
2 ∈ (0�pL), where pL ≡

(Ob − L)/(H − L + Ob − Oa) and pH ≡ (Ob − L)/(Ob − Oa). In particular, if the ob-
jective game is not random (i.e., p0 = 0 or p0 = 1, as in Example 2), then RCE coincides
with Nash equilibrium and the finding that players must play Nash equilibrium in Ex-
ample 2 is therefore robust to the introduction of player 1’s uncertainty about whether
the game is random.16 ♦

3. The framework

Primitives. To simplify issues regarding measurability, the main exposition assumes that
all sets are finite, endowed with the discrete σ-field (see Section 6.1 for extensions).

Definition 1. A (simultaneous-move) game G(θ��� P) consists of

• a finite set of players I

• a collection of nonempty strategy sets {Xi}i∈I , where X = ×i∈IXi

• a set of fundamentals 
, with the true fundamental θ ∈


• a utility function ui :X ×
→ R for each i ∈ I

• a state space � =X ×


• a collection of feedback correspondences P = {Pi}i∈I , where Pi :� � � is such
that for all ω�ω′ ∈ �, (i) ω ∈ Pi(ω) and (ii) if ω′ ∈ Pi(ω), then Pi(ω

′) = Pi(ω) and
xi(ω

′) = xi(ω).17

The corresponding objective game Go(θ) consists of the first four items, where 
 = {θ}.

The definition of an objective game is standard and its most common solution con-
cept is Nash (1951) equilibrium.

15Each seller’s belief about the distribution of her equilibrium payoff is assumed to be correct.
16More generally, RCE also coincides with Nash equilibrium for all p0 /∈ {0�1}: (N�PP) for p0 ≤ pH and

(P�NP) for p0 ≥ pL.
17Throughout the paper, for a given state ω = (x1� � � � � xI� θ), let xi(ω) = xi and θ(ω) = θ. Note that

Definition 1 requires Pi to be a partition and xi(·) to be Pi-measurable.
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Definition 2. A strategy profile x ∈ X is a Nash equilibrium of the objective game
Go(θ) if, for every i ∈ I,

xi ∈ arg max
x′
i∈Xi

ui(x
′
i� x−i� θ)�

The notion of a game is more general than meets the eye, and allows for mixed strate-
gies and the existence of asymmetric information by an appropriate relabeling of the
primitives. These extensions require an infinite strategy space, and Section 6.1 shows
that the results extend to infinite spaces.

Example 4 (Objective auction game; e.g., Vickrey 1961). Consider a private-value auc-
tion among players {1� � � � � I}, where private values (v1� � � � � vI) ∈ V = ×i∈IVi are drawn
according to a probability measure θ ∈ �(V ). Each player i ∈ {1� � � � � I} privately observes
vi ∈ Vi and simultaneously submits a bid bi. Payoffs are Ui(b1� � � � � bI� vi). This situation
can be cast as an objective game by letting Xi be the set of bidding functions xi :Vi → R+
and letting ui(x1� � � � � xI� θ) = EθUi(x1(v1)� � � � � xI(vI)� vi), where the expectation Eθ is
taken with respect to θ ∈ �(V ). ♦

Following Fudenberg and Levine (1993a), it is natural to interpret Nash equilibrium
as requiring (i) rationality—player i plays a best response xi to her (first-order) beliefs
about (x−i� θ)—and (ii) correct beliefs—player i’s beliefs about (x−i� θ) are correct in the
sense that x−i is the equilibrium strategy profile of other players and θ is the true funda-
mental. This paper extends Nash’s definition of equilibrium by allowing players to hold
higher-order beliefs (e.g., beliefs about what other players believe) and by relaxing the
assumption that equilibrium strategies must be supported by beliefs that are correct.
These extensions are complementary: It is interesting to allow for higher-order beliefs
precisely because players may now hold one of many (possibly incorrect) beliefs, and
introspection may help eliminate some incorrect beliefs. Formally, this extension is ac-
complished by adding two elements to the definition of an objective game (i.e., the last
two items in Definition 1).

The first additional element is the state space � = X × 
, which captures the ele-
ments of the game over which players are allowed to be uncertain and, therefore, over
which higher-order beliefs will be defined. The second element is a collection of parti-
tional feedback correspondences P , which provide a flexible way to capture restrictions
on beliefs, either motivated by players’ a priori information about the primitives or by
“feedback” that results from repeatedly playing a particular strategy profile.18 The set
Pi((x�θ)), which is required to include (x�θ), represents the restricted support of player
i’s beliefs when players play x and the true fundamental is θ. It can be interpreted as
the set of states that are observationally equivalent to (x�θ) for player i. The default
restriction on Pi that requires player i’s strategy to be measurable with respect to the
partition of � generated by Pi captures the assumption that player i observes, at the
very least, her own strategy. As mentioned above and illustrated through examples, Pi

18From the point of view of RCE analysis, beliefs are restricted by all of the information possessed by
players, and whether information is obtained ex post or ex ante does not make a difference.
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can capture further restrictions on beliefs, and the equilibrium set will depend on these
exogenously-specified partitions.

Example 2 continued. Formally, I = {1�2}, X1 = X2 = {P�N}, and θ ∈ 
 = {θa�θb} is
the true (i.e., objective) fundamental, and u1 and u2 are given by Figure 1. Uncertainty is
defined over strategy profiles and the fundamental, so that � = {P�N}×{P�N}×{θa�θb}.
The restriction that seller 1 observes her own payoff is captured by letting

P1(ω) = {ω′ :u1(ω) = u1(ω
′)�x1(ω) = x1(ω

′)}�

Finally, the assumption that player 2 observes his own payoff and is informed of the true
fundamental θ is captured by

P2(ω) = {ω′ :u2(ω) = u2(ω
′)�θ(ω) = θ(ω′)�x2(ω) = x2(ω

′)}� ♦

The goal is to formalize the idea that a solution to a game is a strategy profile x that
satisfies rationality, consistency of beliefs (with respect to feedback correspondences
P ), and common belief of rationality and consistency. The remainder of this section
introduces the machinery to represent and restrict higher-order beliefs, and formally
defines RCE.

Belief spaces. I adopt machinery from epistemic game theory so as to formalize play-
ers’ higher-order beliefs. The novelty here is the particular way in which restrictions are
imposed on players’ entire hierarchy of beliefs. A belief space (also known as an epis-
temic type space) formalizes players’ beliefs about the space of primitive uncertainty,
their beliefs about other players’ beliefs, and so on. A belief space is not part of the prim-
itives of the game; instead, beliefs (about both strategies and fundamentals) are jointly
determined in equilibrium. Players’ beliefs over the space of primitive uncertainty or
state space � are represented by a belief space

B = 〈��T�ξ� {λi}i∈IN〉�

where T is a finite set, and ξ :T → � and λi :T → �(T) are functions. As usual, �(T) is
the set of all probability measures on T . Corresponding to a belief space B, there is a
set of epistemic states (i.e., profiles of types and states of nature) T , and each epistemic
state t ∈ T is associated with19

• a state of primitive uncertainty ξ(t) = (x1(ξ(t))� � � � � xn(ξ(t))�θ(ξ(t))) ∈ � (i.e., a
strategy profile and a fundamental)

19An equivalent representation is T = T0 × T1 × · · · × TI , where T0 = �, Ti is player i’s type space, and
mi :Ti → �(T) captures players’ beliefs. Applications of BNE follow this product representation (where
T0 = 
) and define player i’s strategy as a mapping from Ti to Xi . In our setting, in contrast, a strategy is
simply an element of Xi , which is fixed before the notion of a type space is introduced, and this alternative
representation would add unnecessary notation.
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• a probability measure λi(t) ∈ �(T) that represents player i’s beliefs over epis-
temic states (i.e., over strategy profiles, structural uncertainty, and beliefs of all
players).20

An event is a set E ⊆ T , and λi(t)[E] denotes the probability that player i assigns to event
E at t.

Rationality. Let �(�) denote the set of probability distributions over � and, for any
δ ∈ �(�), let margX−i×
δ denote the marginal distribution over X−i ×
. The set

�i(δ) ≡ arg max
x′
i∈Xi

∫
X−i×


ui(x
′
i� x−i� θ)dmargX−i×
δ

is the set of (perceived) best responses of player i who believes that strategies and fun-
damentals are distributed according to δ ∈ �(�). Note that player i’s first-order belief
over � at epistemic state t is given by λi(t) ◦ ξ−1 ∈ �(�). Then

RB
i ≡ {

t :xi(ξ(t)) ∈�i(λi(t) ◦ ξ−1)
}

is defined to be the event that player i is rational given a belief space B. Player i is said
to be rational at t if t ∈ RB

i .21

Consistency of beliefs. Given a belief space B, player i’s beliefs are Pi-consistent at
t if λi(t)[ξ−1(Pi(ξ(t)))] = 1; i.e., player i puts zero probability on states that are not in
Pi(ξ(t)). Let

CB�P
i ≡ {

t :λi(t)[ξ−1(Pi(ξ(t)))] = 1
}

denote the event that player i has consistent beliefs.

Let RCB�P
i = RB

i ∩CB�P
i denote the event that player i is rational and has consistent

beliefs, and let RCB�P = ⋂
i∈I RC

B�P
i denote the event that all players are rational and

have consistent beliefs.
Restrictions on kth order beliefs. Fix any belief space B. For an event E ⊆ T , let

BiE = {t ∈ T :λi(t)[E] = 1}

denote the event that player i believes E, that is, the set of epistemic states at which
player i assigns probability 1 to event E. Let BE = ⋂

i∈I BiE denote the event that all
players believe E.

20Note that players are allowed to believe that other players’ strategies are correlated with each other and
with nature; see Aumann (1974) and Brandenburger and Friedenberg (2008) for different approaches that
formalize the source of these correlations.

21As pointed out by a referee, it can be conceptually problematic to let δ be any element of �(�), e.g.,
how do we interpret a best response when a player believes that her own strategy is correlated with the
strategy of other players? This issue can be avoided by letting �i(�) be the set of δ ∈ �(�) with the property
that δ[{xi} × X−i × 
] = 1 for some xi ∈ Xi and then letting �i(�) be the domain of �i. The set RB

i is then
defined as above with the additional requirement that λi(t) ◦ ξ−1 ∈ �i(�). Because Pi is xi-measurable,
player i indeed is restricted to beliefs in �i(�) in equilibrium, and all the results in this paper hold under
this alternative definition of rationality.
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Define recursively (RCB�P)1 =RCB�P and

(RCB�P)j+1 = (RCB�P)j ∩ B(RCB�P)j

for all j = 1�2� � � � . Then, (RCB�P)k+1 denotes the event that players are rational and
have consistent beliefs, and that there is kth-order belief of rationality and consistency.
Moreover,

RCB�P CBRCB�P =
∞⋂
k=0

(RCB�P)k+1

denotes the event that there is rationality, consistency, and common belief of rationality
and consistency.

Definition of equilibrium. A strategy profile is a k-rationalizable conjectural equi-
librium if there exists a belief space such that (i) players’ strategies maximize their ex-
pected utility given their beliefs (rationality), (ii) beliefs are P -consistent (consistency),
and (iii) there is kth-order belief of rationality and consistency.

Definition 3. A strategy profile x ∈ X is a k-rationalizable conjectural equilibrium
(k-RCE) of G(θ��� P) if there exists a belief space B = 〈��T�ξ� {λi}i∈I〉 and some t ∈ T

such that ξ(t)= (x�θ) and t ∈ (RCB�P)k+1.

Definition 4. A strategy profile x ∈ X is a rationalizable conjectural equilibrium (RCE)
of G(θ��� P) if there exists a belief space B = 〈��T�ξ� {λi}i∈I〉 and some t ∈ T such that
ξ(t) = (x�θ) and t ∈RCB�P CBRCB�P .

Throughout the paper, explicit reference to B and P is omitted, unless it is not obvi-
ous from the context.

Existence and Nash equilibrium. The following simple result establishes that a Nash
equilibrium is also an RCE, implying that an RCE exists whenever a Nash equilibrium
exists.

Claim 1. If x is a Nash equilibrium of the objective game Go(θ) corresponding to the
game G(θ��� P), then x is also an RCE of G(θ��� P).

Proof. Fix a belief space B = 〈��T�ξ� {λi}i∈I〉 with T = {t} and ξ(t) = (x�θ) ∈ � (in par-
ticular, this is possible because of the assumption that θ ∈ 
). Since x is a Nash equi-
librium, then each player maximizes utility given correct beliefs (x�θ). Since all players
have these beliefs at t, then all players are rational at t. In addition, by definition of Pi,
ξ(t) ∈ Pi(ξ(t)) for all i, so that all players have consistent beliefs at t. Therefore, T = RC.
Finally, since BT = T , then TCBT = T . Hence, t ∈ RCCBRC. �

A converse of Claim 1 does not hold in general.22 But an obvious sufficient condition
for an RCE to be a Nash equilibrium is that players get perfect feedback.

22It is well known that a 0-RCE (which is a self-confirming equilibrium; see Section 6.3) need not be a
Nash equilibrium (e.g., Fudenberg and Kreps 1988, Fudenberg and Levine 1993a, Dekel et al. 2004).
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Claim 2. If x is a k-RCE of G(θ��� P) for some k and Pi(ω) = {ω} for all ω ∈ � and i ∈ I,
then x is a Nash equilibrium of the objective game Go(θ) corresponding to G(θ��� P).

Proof. By assumption there exists B = 〈��T�ξ� {λi}i∈I〉 and t ∈ T such that ξ(t) = (x�θ)

and t ∈ (RC)k+1. In particular, t ∈ RC. Therefore, xi ∈ �i(λi(t)) and λi(t)[{x�θ}] = 1 for
all i, implying that xi ∈ arg maxx′

i∈Xi
ui(x

′
i� x−i� θ) for all i. �

Section 6.3 discusses the relationship between the definition of RCE and other, non-
Nash, equilibrium concepts in the literature.

4. Characterization of equilibrium

Throughout this section, fix a game G(θ��� P). For k = 0�1� � � � , let Ek denote the set of
states ω = (x�θ) ∈ � such that x is a k-RCE of G(θ��� P). Let E denote the set of states
ω = (x�θ) such that x is a RCE of G(θ��� P). Theorems 1 and 2 characterize Ek and E
via an iterative procedure over the set of states �; hence, the characterization does not
involve the notion of belief spaces introduced in Section 3.

Let � : 2� → 2� be the equilibrium operator defined by

�(A)=
{
ω ∈� :∀i ∈ I ∃δi ∈ �(�) such that:

xi(ω) ∈�i(δi)

δi(Pi(ω)∩A) = 1

}
(1)

for all A⊆�. In words, �(A) is the set of states where the strategies of all players can be
rationalized by beliefs that are consistent and have support in A. Define recursively, for
j ∈ 1�2� � � � , �j(·) = �(�j−1(·)), where �0(A) = A for all A ⊆ �. It is immediate from (1)
that � is monotonic (A′ ⊆ A implies �(A′)⊆ �(A)) so that �j(�)⊆ �j−1(�) for all j.

Theorem 1 (Characterization of k-RCE). The set of k-RCE is obtained by iterative appli-
cation of �: For all k= 0�1�2� � � � ,

Ek = �k+1(�)�

Theorem 1 shows that k-RCE can be characterized by a procedure that iteratively
removes those states ω that are not rationalizable given the states that belong to Pi(ω)

and that remain from the previous iteration. The procedure in Theorem 1 generalizes
the procedure of iterated deletion of strategies that are never a best response that char-
acterizes the set of (correlated) rationalizable strategies. The generalization accounts for
equilibrium restrictions on beliefs, which explains why rationalizability is with respect
to remaining states that are indistinguishable to each other (for a certain P ), and not
with respect to the entire set of remaining states.

Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 below.

Lemma 1. For all k= 0�1� � � � , Ek ⊆ �k+1(�).
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Figure 2. Basic belief system, k = 2.

Proof. The proof establishes that Ek ⊆ �(Ek−1) for all k = 0�1� � � � (where E −1 ≡ �); the
lemma then follows by monotonicity of �. Fix k and let ω ∈ Ek. By definition of equi-
librium, there exist a belief space B = 〈��T�ξ� {λi}i∈I〉 and t ∈ T such that ξ(t) = ω and
t ∈ (RC)k+1. In particular, t ∈RC and t ∈ B(RC)k. Fix a player i and let δi ∈ �(�) be such
that for all A⊆�,

δi[A] = λi(t)[ξ−1(A)]�
Since t ∈Ri, then xi(ω) ∈�i(δi). Since t ∈ Ci, then

δi[Pi(ω)] = λi(t)[ξ−1(Pi(ξ(t)))]
= 1�

Finally,

δi[Ek−1] = λi(t)[ξ−1(Ek−1)]
≥ λi(t)[(RC)k]
= 1�

where the second line follows from the fact that Ek−1 ⊇ ξ((RC)k), which implies that
ξ−1(Ek−1) ⊇ ξ−1ξ((RC)k)⊇ (RC)k, and the third line follows because t ∈ B(RC)k. Since
the argument holds for every i, then ω ∈ �(Ek−1). �

The remainder of the proof uses the equilibrium operator � to construct a particular
belief space and establishes that �k+1(�) ⊆ Ek. For all k ∈ {0�1� � � �}, define the sets �k

l ≡
�l+1(�) \ �l+2(�) for l = −1�0�1�2� � � � �k − 1 and �k

k = �k+1(�). By monotonicity of �,
(�k

l )l is a collection of disjoint sets (some of which may be empty) that partitions �.
Figure 2 illustrates an example for k= 2.
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Definition 5. A belief space Bk = 〈��T�ξ� {λki }i∈I〉 is k-basic if (i) T = �, (ii) ξ is the
identity function, and (iii) for all i, λki is measurable with respect to i’s partition, Pi, and
for each l = 0� � � � �k and all ω ∈�k

l , λki (ω) is an element of

{
δi ∈ �(Pi(ω)) :xi(ω) ∈�i(δi)

} ∩�(�l(�))� (2)

By construction, a k-basic belief system always exists for all k.23

Lemma 2. Fix any k = 0�1� � � � and any k-basic belief space Bk. Then (RCBk
)k+1 =

�k+1(�) ⊆ Ek.

Proof. Step 1 (RCBk = �1(�)). Let ω ∈ RCBk
. Then xi(ω) ∈ �i(λ

k
i (ω)) and

λki (ω)[Pi(ω)] = 1 for all i, so that ω ∈ �1(�). Next suppose that ω ∈ �1(�). Then ω ∈ �k
l

for some l = 0�1� � � � �k. By (2), xi(ω) ∈ �i(λ
k
i (ω)) and λki (ω)[Pi(ω)] = 1 for all i, so that

ω ∈RCBk
.

Step 2 (�j(�)∩ BBk
�j(�)= �j+1(�) for all j = 1�2� � � � �k). Let ω ∈ �j(�)∩ BBk

�j(�).
Since ω ∈ �j(�), there exists l ≥ j − 1 such that ω ∈ �k

l . By (2), xi(ω) ∈ �i(λ
k
i (ω)) and

λki (ω)[Pi(ω)] = 1 for all i. In addition, ω ∈ BBk
�j(�) implies λki (ω)[�j(�)] = 1 for all i.

Therefore, ω ∈ �(�j(�)) = �j+1(�). For the other direction, let ω ∈ �j+1(�). Since
� is monotonic, ω ∈ �j(�). In addition, there exists l ≥ j such that ω ∈ �k

l . By (2),

λki (ω)[�j(�)] = 1 for all i and, therefore, ω ∈ BBk
�j(�).

By Steps 1 and 2, it follows that (RCBk
)j = �j(�) for j = 1� � � � �k + 1; in particular,

(RCBk
)k+1 = �k+1(�). The desired result then follows from the fact that (RCBk

)k+1 ⊆
Ek, since Bk is one of many possible belief spaces that support equilibrium. �

The next result establishes that a strategy profile is an RCE if and only if it is a k-RCE
for all k.

Theorem 2 (Characterization of RCE). We have E = ⋂∞
k=0 Ek = ⋂∞

k=0 �
k+1(�).

Proof. By definition of equilibrium, E ⊆ ⋂∞
k=0 Ek. By Theorem 1,

⋂∞
k=0 Ek =⋂∞

k=1 �
k(�). Therefore, it remains to establish that

⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�) ⊆ E . First, let k∗ < ∞
be the (finite) number of elements in �. Then �j(�) = �k∗

(�) for all j ≥ k∗ and, by
monotonicity of �,

⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�) ⊆ �(
⋂∞

k=1 �
k(�)). Second, consider the belief space

B∞ = 〈��T�ξ� {λ∞
i }i∈I〉 where (i) T = ⋂∞

k=1 �
k(�), (ii) ξ is the identity function, and (iii)

for each ω ∈ T , λ∞
i (ω) is an (arbitrary) element of{

δi ∈ �(Pi(ω)) :xi(ω) ∈�i(δi)
} ∩�(T)

(which is possible because, by the first step, T ⊆ �(T)). Therefore, T = RCB∞
. Fi-

nally, since BT = T , then T = RCB∞
CBRCB∞ ⊆ E , where the last inclusion follows

23The restriction imposed by (2) is feasible by construction of the sets �k
l . Measurability of λki (which is

not needed for the result, but is conceptually appealing, since it implies that each player has a correct belief
of her own belief) is feasible due to the assumption that each player’s strategy is measurable with respect
to her partition.
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because B∞ is one of possibly many belief spaces that may support RCE. Therefore,
T = ⋂∞

k=1 �
k(�) ⊆ E . �

There are two additional implications of these characterization results. First, a corol-
lary is that a k-basic belief space Bk supports the entire set of k-RCE, i.e., (RCBk

)k+1 =
Ek. Hence, for RCE analysis, it is without loss of generality to restrict attention to basic
belief spaces. Such basic belief spaces are quite restrictive: e.g., if two players have the
same first-order beliefs, then all their higher-order beliefs must coincide. Moreover, the
approach followed here differs from Harsanyi’s approach, which fixes a (nonepistemic)
type space and defines a solution concept for such a fixed type space. In Harsanyi’s
case, a natural concern is that a particular type space is one of many that may capture
the desired restrictions on hierarchies of beliefs, thus prompting the question, “What are
the appropriate type spaces to consider?”24 In contrast, in this paper an epistemic type
space (or belief space) is not part of the primitives of the game, but, rather, it is used to
describe the beliefs that support an equilibrium. Therefore, it is a result of the analysis
that attention can be restricted to certain belief spaces.

Second, the construction of a basic belief space provides a convenient way to find
higher-order beliefs that support a particular equilibrium. This point is illustrated next
for the sales-pitch game in Section 2.

Example 1 continued. As observed in Section 2, at the end of the iterative procedure,
the remaining states and the corresponding partitions are given by

Seller 1
{(P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)}� {(N�P�θb)� (N�N�θb)}

Seller 2
{(N�P�θb)}� {(P�N�θa)� (P�N�θb)� (N�N�θb)}�

Suppose that the true fundamental is θb and consider the RCE (N�N). The underlined
states represent the (degenerate) beliefs held for each player for each of the elements
of her partition (i.e., an example of the λki function in a k-basic belief system). While
the true state is (N�N�θb), player 1 incorrectly believes (N�P�θb), player 1 believes that
player 2 believes (N�P�θb), and so on. Therefore, player 1 believes that (N�P�θb) is
common belief. Similarly, player 2 believes that (P�N�θa) is common belief. These
higher-order beliefs support the equilibrium (N�N). ♦

5. Examples: Robust equilibrium predictions

The following examples illustrate how the framework can be applied to test the robust-
ness of Nash predictions by allowing players to be uncertain about certain aspects of the
game.

24See Ely and Pęski (2006), Dekel et al. (2007), Liu (2009), and Sadzik (2011) as well as the discussions by
Battigalli et al. (2011) and Friedenberg and Meier (2012).
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REGION (payoff in parentheses)

1 2 3 4 5
(1) (1) (0 < b< 1) (1) (1)

2-player game 3-player game
Payoffs (other player) (other two players)

2 3 4 22 23 24 33 34 44
Player 1 2 2 + b/2 2 2 + b/2 (4 + b)/3 1 1 + b/3 2 2 2 + b/3

3 2 + b 2 + b/2 2 + b 2 + b 1 + b/2 b (4 + b)/3 1 + b/2 2 + b

4 2 + b/2 2 2 + b/2 2 + b/3 2 1 + b/3 2 1 4 + b/3

Figure 3. Payoffs for location game.

5.1 Location game with uncertainty about the number of opponents

Each of n players must simultaneously choose to locate in one of five regions, {1� � � � �5}.
If a player captures region 3, her payoff is 0 < b < 1; if she captures any other region,
her payoff is 1 per region (see Figure 3). A region is captured by the player(s) whose
location is closest to the region; in the case of a tie, the payoff is equally shared among
all closest players. In particular, in the two-player version of this game, both players
choose region 3 in the unique rationalizable outcome. The new feature being modeled
is that there are, in fact, two players in this game, but players are uncertain whether
there are actually two or three players in the game. Is the choice of region 3 robust to
this additional uncertainty?

Formally, let I = {1�2�3} and Xi = {2�3�4} for i ∈ I. (For simplicity, I assume that
players are restricted to locate in regions 2–4.25) Let


= {{1�2}� {1�3}� {2�3}� {1�2�3}}

represent the set of players in the game, and let � = ⋃
θ∈
 ×i∈θXi ×{θ} be the underlying

state space. The (objective) game is given by θ0 = {1�2}; i.e., players 1 and 2 are the
actual players in this game (due to symmetry, nothing changes if the objective game
is either {1�3} or {2�3}). Figure 3 shows the payoff of a particular player as a function
of her chosen location, the location of the other player(s), and the number of players.
Feedback correspondences are such that, for all ω with i ∈ θ(ω),

Pi(ω) = {ω′ ∈� :ui(ω′) = ui(ω)� i ∈ θ(ω′)}�

i.e., player i knows that she is a player in the game and she has correct beliefs about her
equilibrium payoff. However, players do not get feedback about the location chosen by
other players.26

Due to symmetry, it is convenient to carry out the analysis from the point of view of
player 1. In addition, because a player does not care which of the other players chooses
a particular location, states (x1�x2�x3� {1�2�3}) and (x1�x3�x2� {1�2�3}) are simply

25It is easy to show that players do not locate in regions 1 and 5 in equilibrium.
26For example, players can be firms with covert sales operations in a particular region.
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represented as (x1�x2x3), and similarly for all other states. The partition for player 1
then becomes (ignoring states where player 1 does not play)

{(����2�2)� (����2�4)}� {(2�3)� (2�33)� (2�34)}� {(������2�22)}� {(������2�23)}� {(2�24)}� {(������2�44)}
{(3�2)� (3�4)� (3�22)� (3�44)}� {(3�3)}� {(������3�23)� (������3�34)}� {(������3�24)}� {(������3�33)}

{(����4�2)� (����4�4)}� {(4�3)� (4�23)� (4�33)}� {(������4�22)}� {(4�24)}� {(������4�34)}� {(������4�44)}�
As in Section 2, an underlined state represents a degenerate belief that supports a

state (and, therefore, all states in the same element of the partition). A state is crossed
out if there is no such belief.27 If the same procedure is followed for players 2 and 3,
then additional states are eliminated. For example, state (2�33) is eliminated because,
viewing player 2 as player 1, it was established above that (3�23) is eliminated. At the
end of this step (k = 0), the remaining states (i.e., the set �(�)) are given by (2�3), (3�2)
(4�3), (3�4), and (3�3).

Next, consider step k = 1. For the remaining states, player 1’s partition becomes

{(����2�3)}� {(����4�3)}� {(3�2)� (3�4)}� {(3�3)}�
Now, states (2�3) and (4�3) cannot be justified by incorrect beliefs (since these in-

correct beliefs violate the requirement that player 1 believes that the other player is ra-
tional and consistent) and must be eliminated. A symmetric argument for the other
player eliminates (3�2) and (3�4). Then �2(�) = {(3�3)} and (3�3) is the unique RCE in
the two-player location game. Thus, the prediction that both players choose region 3 is
robust to uncertainty about the number of players.28

5.2 Robust comparative statics under Cournot competition

There are n firms competing by simultaneously choosing quantities xi ∈ R+ to maximize
profits ui(x�θ) = (p(x�θ)−c)×xi, where x ∈ R

n+ is the vector of firm quantities, c ∈ (0�1)
is marginal cost,

p(x�θ)= max

{
1 − 1

θ

n∑
i=1

xi�0

}

is the inverse demand function, and θ ∈ [1�2] is the demand parameter.
Firm i’s best response is given by

BRi(x−i� θ)= max
{

1
2

(
(1 − c)θ−

∑
j �=i

xj

)
�0

}
�

27Note that states (3�23) and (3�34) are not crossed out if b= 1, since in that case a belief that puts equal
probability on each state makes player 1 indifferent between locations 2, 3, and 4.

28There are no states remaining for the three-player game, which illustrates the well known fact that
when attention is restricted to pure strategies, even the set of Nash equilibria may be empty. Allowing for
mixed strategies, however, does not change the result that (3�3) is the unique RCE in the two-player game,
provided that players have correct beliefs about their payoff from each of the actions in the support of their
mixed strategy.
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and it is easy to obtain the unique Nash equilibrium quantities xNE
i = (1− c)θ/(n+1) for

all i and price pNE = 1 − n(1 − c)/(n+ 1).
Two Nash predictions are noteworthy. First, as n → ∞, price converges to marginal

cost and profits vanish. Hence, the Cournot environment provides a foundation for
competitive equilibrium. Second, an increase in marginal cost (say, due to higher taxes)
leads to an increase in prices. These Nash predictions implicitly rely on the assump-
tion that firms know the demand parameter and have correct beliefs about each others’
equilibrium quantities. The objective is to evaluate these predictions when firms are un-
certain about demand and where only beliefs about own profits (or, equivalently, market
price) are restricted to be correct.

A simple observation is that the competitive foundation result must hold when be-
liefs about equilibrium prices are correct: if price is observed to remain sufficiently
above marginal cost with a large number of firms, there is at least one firm that is
producing sufficiently little and will realize that it can increase its profit by producing
slightly more.29 Therefore, I focus on the less obvious question of comparative statics
with respect to cost. For simplicity, suppose that n = 2, so that there are only two firms
in the industry.

In this case, it is well known that the Nash equilibrium is the unique rationalizable
outcome. However, this result relies on the assumption that the true demand parameter
θ0 is common belief. In contrast, I assume that it is common belief that θ0 ∈ [1�2] and
then apply the RCE framework to find equilibria that can be supported by beliefs that
satisfy this restriction.

Formally, I = {1�2}, X1 = X2 = R+, 
 = [1�2], θ0 ∈ 
 denotes the true demand pa-
rameter, ui is provided above, and � = X1 × X2 × 
 is the state space. The choice of �
implies that players are uncertain about strategies and demand, but the rest of the game
(e.g., the cost c) is “common knowledge.” As shown below, it is without loss of generality
to restrict the strategy spaces to Xi = [0�2].30

Finally, for each ω ∈ �,

Pi(ω) = {ω′ ∈� :xi(ω) = xi(ω
′)�p(ω′) = p(ω)}�

Therefore, players’ beliefs about their own quantities and the market price are restricted
to be correct in equilibrium. Still, player i cannot disentangle x−i from θ given xi and p.
However, she may refine her beliefs by using the additional information that the other
player is rational and consistent, and so on. The objective is to find the set of k-RCE and
RCE strategy profiles and prices as a function of the true fundamental θ0 and cost c. In
particular, do equilibrium prices increase with c?

Iteration over state space. Each cell of firm i’s partition over � is uniquely identified
by the firm’s quantity and the market price (xi�p). So that cell (xi�p) survives a step of

29Formally, fix any n with RCE price pn and quantity xn. Suppose that xni < pn − c for some i. Then i

knows that increasing production by y increases profits by ((pn − c) − xni /θ)y − y2/θ. Since the increase
is positive for sufficiently small y > 0 (for any belief over θ), then xni ≥ pn − c for all i. But then, replacing
in the demand function, pn ≤ 1 − n(pn − c)/θ; hence pn ≤ (1 + nc/θ)/(1 + n/θ) ≤ (1 + 0�5nc)/(1 + 0�5n) ≤
(1 + 0�5nεc)/(1 + 0�5nε)= c + ε for all n≥ nε ≡ 2(1 − c − ε)/ε.

30The game is then compact and continuous, and the RCE characterization applies (see Section 6.1).
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the iterative procedure, firm i must believe (x∗
−i� θ

∗) such that31 (i) xi is a best response,

xi = 1
2((1 − c)θ∗ − x∗

−i)� (3)

and (ii) beliefs are consistent with price p,

p = 1 − 1
θ∗ (xi + x∗

−i)� (4)

Equations (3) and (4) can be solved to obtain the unique belief (x∗
−i� θ

∗) that can
rationalize the cell (xi�p):

θ∗(xi�p)= xi
p− c

(5)

and

x∗
−i(xi�p) = xi

(
1 + c − 2p

p− c

)
� (6)

In the previous step of the iterative procedure, suppose that the cells with market
price p that have survived (for both players, since the game is symmetric) are those
where quantity belongs to [x�x]. It then follows that in the current step, the quantities
that survive for price p are those xi such that θ∗(xi�p) ∈
= [1�2] and x∗

−i(xi�p) ∈ [x�x].
Equations (5) and (6) then imply that surviving xi’s satisfy xi ∈ [p − c�2(p − c)] and
xi ∈ [x�x]× (p− c)/(1 + c − 2p).32 The first of these conditions is constant for each step,
while the second depends on the set of xi’s that survive the previous step.

For example, at step k = 0, the interval [x�x] in the second condition is the set of all
quantities [0�+∞) (or [0�2] in the compactified game). Because quantities are positive,
only cells with prices c < p<pM survive this step, where pM = (1+c)/2 is the monopoly
price. The first condition implies that the quantities that survive for each of these p are
[p − c�2(p − c)] and the second condition provides no additional restriction given that
x ≥ 2.33 These surviving quantities are then used in the next iteration to replace [x�x] in
the second condition.

Let �k(p; c) denote the set of quantities xi such that the cells indexed by (xi�p) sur-
vive the kth iteration when cost is c. By iterating the process started above from the set
of quantities [0�+∞) (or [0�2]), it follows that

�k(p; c) = [p− c�2(p− c)] ∩ [p− c�2(p− c)] × p− c

1 + c − 2p
∩ · · ·

∩ [p− c�2(p− c)] ×
(

p− c

1 + c − 2p

)k

�

(7)

In particular, �k(p; c) may be empty, meaning that no cells with price p survive step k.

31The arguments by Moulin (1979) are easily adapted to this context to show that it is without loss of
generality to restrict attention to degenerate beliefs.

32It is understood that [a�b] × c ≡ [a× c�b× c].
33The second condition requires xi ≤ x̄((p− c)/(1 + c − 2p)), which is not binding because c < p <

(1 + c)/2 and x̄ ≥ 2 imply that 2(p− c) < x̄((p− c)/(1 + c − 2p)).
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RCE. Recall that pNE = (1 + 2c)/3 is the unique Nash equilibrium price. By charac-
terization of RCE, p is a k-RCE price of the game with true parameter θ0 if and only if
there exist x1 and x2 such that

p = 1 − 1
θ0 (x1 + x2) and xi ∈�k(p; c) for i = 1�2� (8)

First, consider the case of RCE, which, since the game is compact and continuous,
is obtained as the limit k → ∞ (see Section 6.1). Then �k(p) becomes empty for all
p �= pNE and �k(pNE; c) = [pNE − c�2(pNE − c)] = [(1/3)(1 − c)� (2/3)(1 − c)] for all k.
Therefore, the Nash equilibrium price is also the unique RCE price.34

Second, consider the case where firms engage in only a finite number of levels of
introspection k. Equation (7) can be written as �k(p; c) = [l(p; c)�h(p; c)], where

l(p; c) =
⎧⎨
⎩
p− c if p ≤ pNE

(p− c)

(
p− c

1 + c − 2p

)k

if p ≥ pNE

and

h(p; c) =
⎧⎨
⎩2(p− c)

(
p− c

1 + c − 2p

)k

if p≤ pNE

2(p− c) if p≥ pNE

By (8), it follows that p is a k-RCE price of the game with true parameter θ0 if and
only if

p = 1 − 1
θ0 (x1 + x2) ∈

[
1 − 1

θ0 2h(p; c)�1 − 1
θ0 2l(p; c)

]
�

Since the extreme points in the above interval are continuous and decreasing in p, the
set of equilibrium prices is given by a compact interval [pL(c�θ

0�k)�pH(c�θ0�k)]. Since
pNE is always an equilibrium price, then the lowest and highest equilibrium prices are
below and above pNE, respectively. Therefore, the lowest equilibrium price solves

pL = 1 − 1
θ0 4(pL − c)

(
pL − c

1 + c − 2pL

)k

and the highest solves

pH = 1 − 1
θ0 2(pH − c)

(
pH − c

1 + c − 2pH

)k

�

Finally, by the implicit function theorem, both pL(·) and pH(·) are increasing in c for
all θ0 and k; therefore, equilibrium prices are increasing (in the strong set order) in a k-
RCE. Thus, for any level k of introspection, the standard comparative statics prediction
is robust to relaxing the Nash assumption as long as firms are required to have correct
beliefs about equilibrium price.

34Note, however, that RCE quantities need not be Nash: of course, as established by Claim 1, Nash quan-
tities are also RCE quantities.
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5.3 Uncertainty about precision of information

Consider the version of the sales-pitch game given in Example 3 of Section 2. In this
game, the payoff parameter θ is randomly drawn with probability Pr(θa) = p0, seller
2 knows the realization, and seller 1 is uninformed. The Nash assumption implicitly
requires players to know this information structure. Is the Nash prediction of this game
robust to seller 1’s uncertainty about seller 2’s information about θ?

Formally, let I = {1�2} be the set of players and suppose that after θ is realized, seller 2
observes a private signal s ∈ {sa� sb}, where Pr(sa|θa) = Pr(sb|θb) = q. Let X1 = [0�1] and
X2 = [0�1] × [0�1] be the sets of strategies for each player, where x1 ∈ X1 denotes the
probability that seller 1 pitches and x2 = (x2a�x2b) ∈ X2, where x2s denotes the proba-
bility that seller 2 pitches after observing signal s. In particular, players are allowed to
play mixed strategies in this example.35

A fundamental is now a pair (p�q) ∈ 
∗ ⊆ [0�1]2, where p is the probability of θa
and q is the precision of seller 2’s information. The state space is then � = X1 × X2 ×

∗. This representation captures the restriction that it is common belief that (p�q) ∈

∗, thus potentially relaxing the assumption that the information structure is common
knowledge. Utility functions are extended in a straightforward manner to the domain �,
and u∗

i (ω) denotes the random payoff of player i in state ω. Each player is assumed to
have correct beliefs about her own payoff distribution and player 2 is assumed to know
the precision of her signals by letting

P1(ω) = {ω′ :u∗
1(ω)

D= u∗
1(ω

′)�x1(ω) = x1(ω
′)}

and

P2(ω) = {ω′ :u∗
2(ω)

D= u∗
2(ω

′)�q(ω) = q(ω′)�x2(ω) = x2(ω
′)}

be the information partitions, where
D= indicates that two random variables have the

same distribution.36

For concreteness, suppose that

Oa = −1 <L = 0 <Ob = 1 <H = 2

for seller 1 and

La = −1 <O = 0 <Ha = 1 <Lb = 2 <Hb = 3

35More generally, mixed strategies can be handled in the following way. If Ai is the set of player i’s pure
strategies and Ui :×i∈IAi → R is her utility function, then let Xi be the set of all probability measures on
Ai and define ui :X → R to be the expected value of Ui under the probability measure over ×i∈IAi induced
by x ∈ X . As a referee mentioned, this interpretation of a mixed strategy as a pure strategy in an enlarged
strategy space may be controversial, since it requires players to have beliefs about the actual mixing of their
opponents. An alternative approach is to follow Harsanyi (1973) and introduce (small) payoff perturbations
to purify the mixed strategies.

36The results are equivalent under the stronger (and perhaps more realistic) assumption that each seller
has correct beliefs about her payoffs from playing each of the actions in the support of her strategy.
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for seller 2. In addition, suppose that the true fundamental is given by

0 <p0 < 1/4� q0 = 1;
in particular, seller 2 receives a perfect signal. Finally, let 
∗ = [0�0�5] × [0�5�1], so that it
is common belief that p ∈ [0�0�5] and q ∈ [0�5�1].

Nash equilibrium. The objective game, with fundamental (p0� q0), has a unique
Nash equilibrium, xNE

1 = 0, xNE
2 = (1�1), where seller 1 never pitches and seller 2 always

pitches. To see this claim, first note that xNE
2b = 1 because it is a dominant strategy for

seller 2 to pitch under θb. Then seller 1’s payoff is

p0(x2aL+ (1 − x2a)H)+ (1 −p0)L = 2p0(1 − x2a)

if she pitches and

p0Oa + (1 −p0)Ob = 1 − 2p0

if she does not. Not pitching is a best response for all x2a because p0 < 1/4. Finally, seller
2’s best response to xNE

1 = 0 under θa is xNE
2a = 1.

RCE. Some simple shortcuts simplify the iterative procedure that characterizes RCE.
Let (x∗

1� (x
∗
2a�x

∗
2b)� (p

0� q0)) be a state that survives the iterative procedure, thus implying
that (x∗

1� (x
∗
2a�x

∗
2b)) is an RCE of the current game. Because seller 2 knows her informa-

tion precision (q0 = 1), then x∗
2b = 1. Because seller 1 has correct beliefs about her own

payoff from following x∗
1 and because her realized payoffs from pitching and not pitch-

ing are different, she can then identify her true payoff from each of her actions (hence,
best respond to the true state) provided that she plays each action with positive proba-
bility, i.e., x∗

1 ∈ (0�1). But, as argued above when obtaining the Nash equilibrium, mixing
is not a correct best response to any x∗

2a when x∗
2b = 1. Therefore, x∗

1 ∈ {0�1}. Finally,
since seller 2 always pitches under θb, then he can identify x∗

1 by observing whether he
gets Lb or Hb. Therefore, seller 2 must play a best response: x∗

2a = 1 if x∗
1 = 0 and x∗

2a = 0
if x∗

1 = 1. Consequently, the only non-Nash profile that could potentially be an RCE is

x∗
1 = 1� x∗

2 = (0�1)�

where only seller 1 has misperceptions.
Next, let (1� (x2a�x2b)� (p�q)) be a state that represents seller 1’s beliefs and supports

x∗ = (x∗
1�x

∗
2) as a non-Nash RCE. By characterization of RCE, such a state exists if and

only if (x2a�x2b) and (p�q) satisfy the three conditions

1C: p(qx2a + (1 − q)x2b)+ (1 −p)((1 − q)x2a + qx2b) = 1 −p0

1R: p≥ 1/2 −p0

2BR: x2s =
⎧⎨
⎩

0
anything

1

⎫⎬
⎭ if Pr(θa|s)

⎧⎨
⎩
>

=
<

⎫⎬
⎭2/3�

where

Pr(θa|sa)= qp

qp+ (1 − q)(1 −p)
and Pr(θa|sb) = (1 − q)p

(1 − q)p+ q(1 −p)
�
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Condition 1C requires consistency of beliefs for seller 1. Since x∗
1 = 1, seller 1’s payoff

is a random variable taking values L and H. Under (x∗� (p0� q0)), the probability of L is
1 − p0, and 1C requires the probability of L under (1� (x2a�x2b)� (p�q)) to be the same.
Condition 1R requires x∗

1 = 1 to be a best response for seller 1 to (1� (x2a�x2b)� (p�q)).
Seller 1 thinks she would obtain pOa+(1−p)Ob from not pitching, which must be lower
than what she obtains by pitching under state (x∗� (p0� q0)) (and, by consistency, for any
state (1� (x2a�x2b)� (p�q)) satisfying 1C), p0H + (1 − p0)L.37 Finally, 2BR captures the
restriction, argued above, that surviving states must be such that seller 2 best responds
to the true state.38

Condition 1C rules out x2a = x2b = 0 and x2a = x2b = 1. Condition 2BR implies that
x2a ≤ x2b but rules out the case x2a = x2b ∈ (0�1), because that case would imply q = 1/2
and p= 2/3, which contradicts p ∈ [0�0�5]. Therefore, there are three remaining cases to
consider.

First, suppose that x2 = (0�1). Then 1C becomes

p(1 − q)+ (1 −p)q = 1 −p0�

The highest possible p ≤ 1/2 that satisfies this condition is p = p0 (by setting q = 1).
But then 1R cannot be satisfied, because p0 < 1/2 − p0 given that p0 < 1/4. Similarly,
suppose that x2 = (0�α), with α ∈ (0�1). Then the highest possible p ≤ 1/2 that satisfies
1C is (strictly) lower than p0, thus leading again to a contradiction when 1R is required.

Finally, suppose that x2 = (β�1), with β ∈ (0�1). Then it is easy to see that p = 1/2,
q = 2/3, and β= 1 − 2p0 satisfy conditions 1C, 1R, and 2BR. Therefore, x∗

1 = 1, x∗
2 = (0�1)

is a non-Nash RCE for the game where 0 < p0 < 1/4 and q0 = 1. Thus, in this example,
the Nash prediction is not robust to seller 1’s uncertainty about the precision of seller
2’s information. A final observation is that the Nash prediction would have been ro-
bust if mixed strategies had not been allowed. Therefore, whether mixed strategies are
permitted may affect whether a non-Nash pure-strategy profile is an RCE.

6. Discussion

6.1 Compact and continuous games

Sections 3 and 4 restricted attention to finite spaces for simplicity, but, as shown next, all
the results extend in a straightforward manner to the class of compact and continuous
games (all examples in this paper belong to this class).

The framework in Section 3 is now required to satisfy the following conditions: To
allow for infinite belief spaces, let T be a topological space and let ξ be a measurable

37The condition becomes p≥ (Ob−(p0H+(1−p0)L))/(Ob−Oa), which reduces to 1R after appropriate
substitutions.

38Conditional on observing s, seller 2 obtains Pr(θa|s)La + Pr(θb|s)Lb = 2 − 3 Pr(θa|s) from pitching and
O = 0 from not pitching.
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function.39 Correspondingly, the definition of equilibrium is modified to require
(RCB�P)j ⊆ T to be measurable for all j ≤ k (for k-RCE) and for all j (for RCE).40

Throughout this section, attention is restricted to the following class of games.

Definition 6. The game G(θ��� P) is compact and continuous if (Xi)i∈I and 
 are
compact, metrizable topological spaces, ui :X × 
 → R is jointly continuous for each
i, and Pi :� � � has the closed-graph property for each i.

It is convenient to define the correspondences Ci :� � �(�), where

Ci(ω) = {
δi ∈ �(�) :xi(ω) ∈�i(δi)�δi[Pi(ω)] = 1

}
�

In words, Ci(ω) is the set of beliefs over � that are consistent with feedback arising
from play of ω and that make xi(ω) an optimal strategy. For a compact (hence Borel-
measurable) set A, the equilibrium operator defined in Section 4 can be written as

�(A) = {ω ∈� :∀i ∃δi ∈ Ci(ω)∩�(A)}� (9)

Lemma 3. Let G(θ��� P) be a compact and continuous game. Then (i) the correspon-
dence Ci has the closed-graph property and (ii) if A ⊆ � is a compact set, then �(A) is a
compact set.

Proof. (i) Let δki ∈ �(�) and ωk ∈� be convergent sequences with δki → δi and ωk →ω

such that δki ∈ Ci(ω
k) for all k. The proof shows that δi ∈ Ci(ω). First, note that

δki ∈ �(Pi(ω
k)) for all k. Since, by assumption, the correspondence Pi(·) has the closed-

graph property, then the fact that � is compact and Theorem 17.13 in Aliprantis and
Border (2006) imply that the correspondence �(Pi(·)) also has the closed-graph prop-
erty. Therefore, δi ∈ �(Pi(ω)). Second, note that xi(ω

k) ∈ �i(δ
k
i ) for all k. Since

(xi� δ) �→ ∫
X−i×M ui(xi�x−i�μ)dmargX−i×Mδ is continuous (by continuity of ui and the

weak* topology; see, e.g., Aliprantis et al. 2006) and since Xi is compact, the theorem of
the maximum implies that �i has the closed-graph property. Therefore, xi(ω) ∈ �i(δi).
By the two previous arguments, δi ∈ Ci(ω).

(ii) The proof shows that �(A) is a closed set; hence also compact. Let ωk ∈ �(A),
ωk → ω be a convergent sequence in �(A). Fix any player i. Then by (9), there ex-
ists δki ∈ Ci(ω

k) ∩ �(A). Since A is compact, then �(A) is also compact (see Theo-
rem 15.11 in Aliprantis and Border 2006). Since the sequence δki lives in a compact

space, then there exists a convergent subsequence δkmi → δi. Since δkmi ∈ �(A) for all
km, then the fact that �(A) is compact implies that δi ∈ �(A). Finally, since by part (i),
Ci has the closed-graph property, then δi ∈ Ci(ω). Since the above is true for all i, then
ω ∈ �(A). �

39For a topological space Z, its σ-field is the Borel σ-field and �(Z) is the set of all Borel probability
measures, endowed with the weak* topology.

40As shown in the working paper version of the paper, the results also hold without these additional
measurability restrictions.
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Since compact sets are Borel-measurable, an immediate corollary of Lemma 3(ii)
is that �j(�) is measurable for all j. In particular, the proof of Theorem 1 carries
through. The proof of Theorem 2 also carries through, provided that

⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�) ⊆
�(

⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�)) still holds in this more general setting. As shown below, this result fol-
lows by adapting Bernheim’s (1984) arguments for the set of rationalizable strategies.

Lemma 4. Let G(θ��� P) be a compact and continuous game. Then
⋂∞

k=1 �
k(�) ⊆

�(
⋂∞

k=1 �
k(�)).

Proof. Let ω ∈ ⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�) and fix any player i. From (9), for each k, there ex-
ists δki ∈ Ci(ω) ∩ �(�k(�)). By Lemma 3(i), Ci(ω) ⊆ � is a closed set; hence Ci(ω)

is a compact set because � is compact. By Lemma 3(ii), �k(�) is a compact set
for all k; hence �(�k(�)) is a compact set for all k. In addition, {�k(�)}k is a se-
quence of nested sets, implying that �(�k(�)) is a sequence of compact, nested sets.
Putting these results together, {Ci(ω) ∩ �(�k(�))}k is a sequence of compact, nested,
nonempty sets; hence, their intersection is nonempty, so that there exists δi such that
δi ∈ Ci(ω) and δi ∈ ⋂∞

k=1 �(�
k(�)) = �(

⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�)). Since such δi exists for all i, then
ω ∈ �(

⋂∞
k=1 �

k(�)). �

As shown by Lipman (1994) for common belief of rationality, Theorem 2 does not
hold for more general classes of games, where transfinite iterations may be required
to characterize the solution. In the working paper version, I show that for any game,
E = ⋂

α∈ON �α(�), where ON denotes the ordinals.

6.2 Comparison to Harsanyi’s BNE

The standard way to capture player’s uncertainty about the game, 
, was first formalized
by Harsanyi. In his framework, the description of the game is completed by specifying a
Harsanyi type space 〈TH� {hi}i=1�����n〉, where TH = 
×TH

1 ×· · ·×TH
n is the set of states of

nature and profiles of types, and hi :TH
i → �(TH). A Harsanyi type space represents an

entire hierarchy of beliefs over the fundamental space 
. These beliefs are exogenously
specified, in the sense that they are not determined in equilibrium, but rather are fixed
while conducting equilibrium analysis.41 A Harsanyi strategy for player i is a mapping
σi from own types TH

i to the action set Xi. A strategy profile σ = (σ1� � � � �σn) is then a
BNE if each type best responds to others’ equilibrium strategies given its beliefs about
the fundamentals and the types of other players, and a BNE prediction of play for type
tHi is given by σi(t

H
i ).42 As illustrated by the example in Section 2, the equilibrium hier-

archy of beliefs need not satisfy certain restrictions, such as requiring that type tHi has
correct beliefs about the equilibrium payoff she obtains if everyone plays according to
equilibrium.

41In the example of Section 2, the assumption that it is commonly believed that player 1 believes θa and
player 2 believes θb is formally captured by the type space: TH

1 = {tH1 }, TH
2 = {tH2 } and h1(t

H
1 )({θa� tH1 � tH2 }) =

h2(t
H
2 )({θb� tH1 � tH2 })= 1.

42Of course, only the first-order beliefs matter for optimality, but, for example, second-order beliefs may
matter to justify first-order beliefs and so on.
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The objective of this paper is to introduce a framework that can incorporate desirable
restrictions on the beliefs that are allowed to support equilibrium strategies, motivated
by viewing equilibrium as the steady state of a learning process. In principle, one could
use Harsanyi’s framework to answer this question as follows: Fix a Harsanyi type space
and find the set of BNE’s. For each BNE and each type profile, there is a unique predic-
tion over play of the game and there is a corresponding hierarchy of beliefs supporting
this prediction. Next check whether the hierarchy of beliefs satisfies the desired restric-
tions. If it does, then the prediction is said to be an equilibrium (in the sense defined in
this paper). Follow this procedure for every possible type space and the end result is a
set of RCE profiles.43

The purpose of the procedure outlined in the previous paragraph is to relate the
objective of this paper to the familiar notion of BNE. However, while the main question
can be posed in the context of Harsanyi’s framework, the above procedure goes through
unnecessary steps. In particular, the step of finding a BNE is not very useful if one still
needs to check whether the resulting hierarchy of beliefs satisfies the desired conditions.

Alternatively, I follow a more direct approach. Hierarchies of beliefs are defined
not just on the space of fundamentals, as in Harsanyi’s framework, but actually over
the products of strategy spaces and the space of fundamentals, X × 
, as in epis-
temic models. A type space is now an epistemic type space 〈T� {gi}i=1�2〉, where
T = X × 
 × T1 × · · · × Tn is the set of epistemic states and gi :Ti → �(T).44 The
procedure for finding the set of equilibria can now be described as follows: Fix an
epistemic type space 〈T� {gi}i=1�2〉 (which is not a Harsanyi type space) and for each
t = (x1� � � � � x2� θ� t1� � � � � tn), ask whether the hierarchies of beliefs given by (t1� � � � � tn)

satisfy the desired equilibrium conditions when actual equilibrium play is given by
(x1� � � � � xn) and the true fundamental is θ. If the equilibrium conditions are satisfied,
then (x1� � � � � xn) is said to be an equilibrium of game θ. Then follow this procedure over
all possible epistemic type spaces.

A key feature of this paper is to operationalize the meaning of desirable restrictions
on the entire hierarchy of beliefs in a manner that is transparent, practical, and relates
to a learning interpretation of equilibrium. The latter objective is achieved by requiring
beliefs to be restricted as a function of actual equilibrium outcomes. Transparency is
obtained by being explicit about which equilibrium outcomes players must have correct
beliefs about. And practicality is achieved by requiring such endogenous restrictions to
be mutually believed by the players, therefore providing a natural extension of these
restrictions to higher-order beliefs.

To conclude, a few differences with Harsanyi’s BNE are noteworthy. First, in contrast
to Harsanyi’s BNE, the (epistemic) type space is not part of the description of a game.
The type space is only a tool that is used to formalize the desired equilibrium restric-
tions. Equilibrium is defined in terms of type spaces, but equilibrium is not defined for
a given type space.

43This procedure works for the RCE outcomes, but misses the k-RCE outcomes that fail rationalizability,
because all BNE outcomes are rationalizable.

44This epistemic type space, which is a particular kind of belief space, is chosen to facilitate comparison
to Harsanyi’s type space.
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Second, it is important to distinguish between a belief type and a private information
signal. In particular, the set of strategies is fixed as a primitive of the game and, unlike
BNE, strategies are not mappings from types to action sets.45 The reason is that under
BNE, a strategy captures two features: (i) players’ beliefs about other players’ actions (or
private-information contingent plan of actions in games with asymmetric information)
for each possible game (i.e., fundamental) and (ii) player’s actual actions for a particular
true fundamental. Under RCE, both of these features are also present. However, it is now
important to distinguish these two features, because only the second feature is used
to restrict beliefs given a feedback partition. Thus, a strategy now represents only the
second feature and a belief system is used to formalize the first feature.

Third, the description of the game exogenously specifies a set of feasible beliefs, but
the equilibrium beliefs about both strategies and fundamentals are jointly determined
in equilibrium. In contrast, in a BNE, beliefs about fundamentals are fixed at the outset
by specifying a particular type space.

6.3 Relationship to other solution concepts

Rationalizability and rationalizable conjectural equilibrium are often defined or charac-
terized in terms of a “best response” set. A similar approach can be carried out in this
paper.

Definition 7. A set �̂ ⊆ � is P -rationalizable if, for all i ∈ I and ω ∈ �̂, there exists
δiω ∈ �(�) such that (i) δiω(Pi(ω)) = 1, (ii) xi(ω) ∈�i(δiω), and (iii) δiω(�̂)= 1.

Claim 3. A strategy profile x ∈ X is an RCE of G(θ��� P) if and only if there exists a

P -rationalizable set �̂ that contains (x�θ).

Claim 3 is a straightforward consequence of the characterization of equilibrium in
Section 4 and facilitates the comparison to other solution concepts. First, consider the
case where 
 = {θ}, so that players face no structural uncertainty. If Pi(ω) = � for all
i ∈ I and ω ∈ �, then condition (i) in Definition 7 is nonbinding and the set of RCE’s
is equivalent to the set of (correlated) rationalizable outcomes. For more general parti-
tions, the definition of RCE coincides with Rubinstein and Wolinsky’s (1994) definition of
RCE. Finally, if condition (iii) from Definition 7 is eliminated, then the solution concept
coincides with the simultaneous-move game version of conjectural or self-confirming
equilibrium (Battigalli 1987, Fudenberg and Levine 1993a) or, equivalently, 0-RCE in this
paper.

Second, consider the case where players do face structural uncertainty—the main
contribution of this paper. Dekel et al. (2004) extend self-confirming equilibrium to
games with asymmetric information, but they do not consider restrictions on higher-
order beliefs. Battigalli (2003) and Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2003) define rational-
izability in games of incomplete information without a Harsanyi type space, while

45In games with asymmetric information, strategies are mappings from private information to actions;
see Examples 2 and 3 in Section 2.
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Ely and Pęski (2006) and Dekel et al. (2007) define rationalizability in games with
a Harsanyi type space (see Battigalli et al. 2011 for the relationship between these ap-
proaches). In this paper, I follow the former approach in dispensing with the notion
of a Harsanyi type space and, in addition, incorporate feedback restrictions on equilib-
rium beliefs that refine rationalizability. I propose to capture games with strategic and
structural uncertainty by defining a particular notion of a game (and its corresponding
objective version) that allows the modeler to weaken several standard assumptions on
players’ beliefs. I then extend and characterize Rubinstein and Wolinsky’s (1994) notion
of RCE to games with structural uncertainty.

Finally, Claim 3 could have been the starting point to define RCE. However, since
higher-order beliefs are not formally expressed, it is not clear whether this is the “right”
definition. Clarity is an advantage of the epistemic framework used to define equilib-
rium in Section 3.

7. Conclusion

This paper provides an equilibrium framework for games with structural and strategic
uncertainty that relaxes the Nash assumption that players have correct beliefs and in-
tegrates learning from both feedback (in the spirit of self-confirming equilibrium) and
introspection (in the spirit of rationalizability). The main difference with respect to
Harsanyi’s framework is that the distinct treatment of strategic and structural uncer-
tainty is eliminated, and beliefs about both of these elements are jointly restricted in
equilibrium. The characterization result shows that the RCE framework, while grounded
on abstract epistemic foundations, is applicable by following a straightforward iterative
procedure over the product of the set of strategies and structural uncertainty. Finally,
since some of the restrictions on equilibrium beliefs imposed by RCE are motivated by
a learning story, further work should explore explicit learning foundations.46
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